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FIRST UNDERGRADUATE DORMITORY GIRLS
PACIFIC SECONDS HAVE FACULTY AND ACADEMY
RECITAL BRINGS FORTH
ENTERTAIN FRIENDS TAKEN FINAL VICTORY GIRLS (?) WAGE HECTIC
SPLENDID TALENT
STRUGGLE IN PRELIMARY
Program Rendered by Students One
Of Best Heard at Pacific
Before an appreciative audience
which gathered in the Chapel Tues
day evening, the first of a series of
six undergraduate recitals was ren
dered with pleasing success. So well
presented were the selections and so
enthusiastic the audience, that it is
confidently predicted that
the re
maining five recitals will be very pop
ular events.
The opening number of Tuesday
night's program was a piano selec
tion, Sonata M, E Minor, Allegro
Moderato (Grieg) by Miss Alta Beall
Miss Beall demonstrated a clear tech
nique and splendid octave work and
a very interesting interpretation. '
The sceond number was a group
of four very well contrasted selec
tions by Miss Hallie Duke, the per
former having an engaging personal
ity, mellow tone quality and sweet
pianissimos. The selections were: "O
Sleep, Why Dost Thou Leave Me"
(Handel); "Dei Bogie Man" (Bassett); "Tally Ho" (Leoni); "To the
Sun" (Curran). Miss Duke was ac
companied at the piano by Miss Eliz
abeth Ledbetter.
Lending a pleasing variety to the
program, the third number was a
humorous reading by Miss Gladys
Du Fur, "Minnie at the Movies."
Miss Du Fur showed herself an art
ist in character rendition.
As the fourth number Miss Anna
Lucille- Mayo at the organ rendered
a fantasia on the tunc "Duke Street"
(Kinder). Miss Mayo is a San Jose
girl and gave a very impressive per
formance. Although the selection
was a very difficult one her registra
tion was very well contrasted and
her^ pedal work was excellent.
The fifth number was an interest
ing group of songs rendered by Miss
Lucile Fox. The modern school was
represented by the second and fourth
numbers of her group.
Miss Fox
has a very winsome manner and
splendid poise. Her tone is of lovely
Quality and she has remarkable range
nnd excellent interpretative ability.
Miss Fox was accompanied at the
P'^no by Miss Bernice Rose.
The last number of the excellent
Program, "Vienna Carnival Scene,"
Allegro (Schumann), was one of the
surprises of the evening.
It was
rendered by Miss Elizabeth Ledbett e r . a San Jose high school girl, 16
>ears of age, who is at present taking
Piano at Pacific. Musical critics de
clared her work to be the finest un
dergraduate playing heard here for
s °fne time.
She played with ease, as
surance and brilliancy, and showed
u clear grasp of the musical possiMities of the selection,
dhe two piano accompanists, Miss
j ernice Rose and
Miss
Elizabeth
cdbetter, contributed much to the
-uccess of the program through their

Families and Student Friends Enjoy
Program by New Girls in
Dormitories

Many students and faculty mem
bers attended the second open house,
held by the girls of Helen Guth and
South Halls, Sunday afternoon.
The reception hall was made pleas
ant and inviting by the use of rugs,
cushions, and blossoms. The guests
mingled happily and were entertained
by a short program of three numbers.
Myrtle Marriot gave two vocal num
bers, the first being "When All Was
Young," by Gouod, and the second
"Little Flower" by Leopold. Joy
Van Allen favored with an entertain
ing reading "A Doorstep Dialogue"
and Rose Van Valin played two cello
solos.
The name "tea," usually applied to
these affairs, did not apply this time,
unless it was called a "pink tea," as
refreshments of punch and cake were
served throughout the afternoon.
Credit for the success of the affair
must go to the underclass residents
of the two halls, with Margaret Mic
hael acting as general chairman.

TIGERS WIN SECOND
GAME WITH NEVADA
Bengals Stage Comeback In Reno
Basketball Series
The College of Pacific succeeded in
turning an excellent defeat into a
dec.isive victory over the University
of Nevada Wolf Pack last Saturday
night. After a long trip of sixteen
hours over the rough Western Pa
cific R. R. and with only a few hours'
rest, the Tiger cagemen gave a poor
display of their ability against the
Sage Brushers, losing by a score of
33 to 17. The following night, how
ever, after plenty
of
rest and a
chance to become acclimated to the
high altitude, and with the sting of
defeat goading them on, they out
classed the local hoopsters in every
department of the game.
Friday Night Game
Had the Tigers been able to main
tain the pace which they set for
themselves and kept during the first
five minutes of the game, the score
might have told a different story, but
the condition of the men and especi
ally the altitude began to tell on the
big cats, making them look more like
circus performers than wild animals.
At the end of the first half, the score
stood 14-8 against them.
But tor
the outstanding work of Wagner, the
well-known Tiger war-horse, and the
"Big Noise" (Fresno's latest appela(Continued on page 8)

Goofs Defeat Los Gatos by Score of
20 to 15

Last evening the Pacific Goofs
closed a very succesful season by de
feating the crack Los Gatos team by
the score of 20-15. The" game was
hard fought throughout, at
many
times the score being tied. At the
end of the first half the fighting Ti
gers were leading 9-5. The second
half started with a bang, with Pa
cific scoring many times. The guards
played a close game, breaking up
many of Los Gatos' plays, holding
the opponents down to 15 points,
while the forwards and center rang
up 20 markers for Pacific's seconds.
The following men were on the
Tigers' line-up:
Esterbrook, center.
Gibson, forward.
Coffer, forward.
Scott, forward.
Stouffer, guard.
King, guard.
Wheeler, guard.
Robertson, guard.
The game was played immediately
after the monster rally in the Chapel,
and it is evident that the fighting
spirit was installed in Pacific's sec
ond team as well as the first team.
It was a proof of what the fighting
Tiger Varsity will do to Fresno State
tomorrow night.

TIGERETTES LOSE FAST
GAME TO OAKLAND GIRLS
Girls' Varsity Loses Final Game of
Season on Home Court

In a game which kept the crowd in
suspense until the final whistle blew,
Pacific Girls' Varsity lost their final
set-to of the season to the girls of
the Oakland Y. W. C. A. Saturday
night. The Oakland girls won the
game because of a wonderful come
back in the second half and because
their star forward—once Pacific's—
was able to,locate the basket for
twelve points.
The third quarter
proved most disastrous to Pacific,
when they were unable to score a
point while the Y girls rang up 12.
In the final
quarter
both teams
scored but one field goal, the Y girls
adding an extra
point
on a free
throw.
The game started with
Cavie
Griggs, one of Pacific's star guards
missing from the line-up. The first
basket was made by the Oakland Y.
Sharp, for Pacific, shot a free throw
almost immediately after and follow
ed it up with a field goal, putting Pa
cific ahead. Netzer then shot one
on a quick play from center. The
Oakland girls then tied the score
with a field
goal and free throw.
The scoring for Pacific then started
sympathetic rendition of the ^rious in earnest, the girls putting in three
numbers.
. ,
....
in quick succession before the whis
The next student recital will be tle blew for quarter. In the second
held, Tuesday evening of next week quarter. Pacific guards gave a good
when another group of undergradu
Continued on page 8)
ates will appear.

Wild

Battle

Precedes
Y. W.

Game

With

The cleverest game of the season
was pulled off last Saturday night
when the Faculty women (?) played
the Snappy Six. To say it was inter
esting, is putting it mildly, for there
was not a moment during the whole
struggle that the interest slowed
down.
Perhaps one of the most effective
features of the game was the superb
basket shooting of "La Senorita"
(Edith) Bean. We dare say she was
as surprised as th eaudience when
she
tossed
the
leathern
sphere
through the hoop. "Willimiana Trahern, was, shall we say, the star of
the game? At least this mysterious
woman added much to the zest of
this unusual game. Another myster
ious personage was "Ristica" Russell,
who played on the Academy team.
He, she, or it, (anyone you prefer,
the last more than likely) dribbled
the ball the length of the court a fewtimes to change the monotony, so to
say.
The score? Now what was it???
Hanged if we know, but just ask
Alyce Donovan, the star forward on
the faculty team, she will be proud
to tell you, for she tolled you most
of the points herself. Here is the
way the two teams lined up:
Faculty
Academy
Trahern J
|Fellers
Donovan |
F
Bean
)
( Collis
Dufur
\
C
( Cothran
Woodward j
(
Lynn
Baun
)
G
( Northrup
Dillman j
(
Russell
Referee: Kenneth MacKenzie.

PROFESSOR BACON PAYS
VISIT TO STOCKTON
Head of Organ Department Renders
Program for Lions' Club of
Stockton
Last Tuesday, Mr. Allan Bacon
made a hurried trip to Stockton, this
time to give a half hour program for
the Lions Club at its weekly lunch
eon. The experience was rather uni
que in that the audience was com
posed entirely of men, and business
men at that, w ; ho"werc used to look
ing at things from a practical rather
than aesthetic view-point. However,
with a few remarks concerning each
composition, Mr. Bacon made his
program even more interesting to the
occasion.
Following are the numbers per
formed by Mr. Bacon:
Cracovienne Fantastique.-Paderewski
Nocturne for Left Hand
Scriabin
Polonaise in A Flat
Chopin
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lest aloke
G e o r g e — "My

K. D. MacKENZIE, '25
Editor

D u m b — "How
come the street
575 Emory St.
so pale?"
.
,
Telephone S. J- 3559-J .ights
Bell—"Oh, they were out all night.

615 Elm St.
Telephone S. J. 2247-J

4

Assistant Editor

father has Washing
,
mine has

watch."
V. G. HOWARD, '25 ton's
Bill—"That's nothing,
Adam's apple."
Manager

EDITORIAL STAFF

p r o f—"Wise people are never sure
about anything, but fools are always
positive."
Frosh—"Are you sure? _
Ernest Lundeen
P r o f — "Yes, quite sure. '
Zxhelma Riedelbauch

Competitors
Lucille FoX' Dorothy BreSSC
Conservatory
Conservatory.
Robert Bernreuter " Two little English girls were quar
Circulation Manager..
Ted Worden reling over the success of their tathAssistant Busmess Manager
•«
Cothran GTS.
Nan
"My father can preach better than
Academy
News Staff—Robert Bernreuter, George Burcham, Paul Easterbrook, Will ours because lie is a bishop, said
iam Green, Eleanor Ham, Richard Houghton, Elsie Jopson, Walline the first.
The second little girl could not
Knoles, Neil Parsons, Wesley Stouffer.
answer her back, but she suddenly

March 8 — Math Section,
Science Club, 4:10; Faculty
Club, 8:30; Pacific Players'
Dress Rehearsal.
March 9—Basketball at Fres
no; California Conference E. L.
group.
March 10—California Confer
ence E. L. group hike to un
known; "Mike Angelo" 7:30
p. m.
March 11—S. S. 9:45; Church
11; Epworth League service in
charge of visitors, 7 p. m.
March 12—Orchestra, 7:30 to
8:30.
March 13—Second Under
graduate recital, 8:15" p. m.
March 14—Faculty meeting,
4:10; Chorus 7 p. m.; Cham
pionship basketball game with
Fresno, 7:30 p. m.
March 15—Faculty Club, 8:15
p. m.

The Editor of the Weekly will accept for publication coramumcatwiis o. -covered and said, "Well, anyhow,
not more than 300 words in length when signed by the author The Wee y .ve've got a hen in our yard which
will not assume the responsibility for the contents of any such communica
ays an egg every day."
tions. Such material must be handed to a member of the Staff on iuesclay
"That's nothing, ' said the pishop s
January 10—Stanford, 18; Pacific 9.
before the publication of the Weekly. The Editor reserve
p a c ifi c daughter; "my father lays a corner
January 13—Fresno 19; Pacific 29.
reject any communications that are deemed contrary to the spirit of Pacinc. stone every week."
January 18—All-Hawaiian 22; Pa
—Ex.
cific 18.
January 35—Santa Clara 33; Pacific
For Rates on Advertising write or see Manager.
Foolish
Question
483,059—How 25.
Entered as mail of the second class at San Jose, California.
did you get such wavy hair?
January 27—Santa Clara 29; Pacific
Oh, turning somersaults on a cor 18.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, 50 CENTS A SEMESTER
rugated roof.
February 1—San Jose 12; Pacific 17.
February 9—Davis 8; Pacific 19.
SOUVENIR HUNTERS
So They Tell Me
February 15—American Legion 23;
Don Potter eats his meals in front Pacific 17.
of
a
looking
glass
and
imagines
he
February 17—Chico 11; Pacific 29.
HE campus appears to be infected by the presence ot some
February 21—Fresno 34; Pacific 13.
folks who collect souvenirs with the zealousness of Egyptian is getting twice as much.
February 22—Dos Palos 16; Pa
mummy chasers, before those souvenirs have reached the an-.
A Romance
cific 30.
.
tique stage, so to speak, resulting in considerable unpleasant feeling. 5 They strolled in the twilight together
February 24—Modesto 18; Pacific
We refer to the folks who have been collecting posters, which have , The heavens were blossomed witl 26
March 2—Nevada 33; Pacific 17.
stars.
been made and posted in various sections of the campus to advertise
She waited a moment in silence,
M a r c h 3—Nevada 1.5; Pacific 25.
coming events, before those events have transpired.
While he lowered for her the bars
March 9—Fresno at Fresno.
During last semester a number of posters were removed from She cast her soft eyes upon him,
March 14—Fresno at Pacific.
the chapel door and from the bulletin before they had finished their But he spoke no loving vow,
period of usefulness. A request that one of them be leturned to its For he was a rustic laddie,
HTTLE SONGS OF
proper location resulted in its replacement until its time of service And she was—? A Jersey cow.

Basketball Schedule

T

had expired, showing the proper spirit on the part of the student
concerned. During the Y. W. C. A. membership drive a couple of
weeks ago some of the posters advertising the drive were removed
from the chapel door in the middle of the drive. A request that
they be returned until the drive was ended had no effect, the pos
ters not being again exposed to the public gaze. Since that time
still another poster disappeared from the bulletin board. A notice
placed on the bulletin board requesting its return until the event
which it advertised had transpired had no effect.
College folks seem to have a peculiar desire for decorative
posters to adorn the walls of their rooms while at school. It is a
harmless affection usually, but passes that stage when the desire
for these articles becomes so strong that students appropriate them
almost upon their appearance. Let's show ourselves to be above
such pettiness from now on, and allow these posters and other ad
vertising mediums to remain in their proper places until they have
fulfilled their purposes to the cause for which they are made.

There are two
people don't mind
One is that they
and the other is
any business.

reasons why some
their own business
haven't any mind
that they haven't
—Ex.

Chicora Girl (after first half-ho'ui
of date has passed)—Have you ever
been to the zoo?
Dumbell—No. Why?
C. G.—You should. You'd enjoy
seeing the snails whiz by you.
—Ex.

Two Irishmen had
just laid a
wreath of flowers on a companion's
grave, and while crossing into an
other section of the cemetery, saw a
Jap lay some rice on the grave of a
countryman. One of the Irishmen
asked:
TENNIS
"When do you expect your friend
to come up and eat the rice?" "When your's comes up to smell
ITH the tennis season now in full swing and the continuance
the flowers," was the reply.

W

of good weather for playing tennis, the courts have become
the scene of many interesting matches. Because of the
growing interest in the sport, there arises in the minds of many
of the followers of this sport, the desire for a set of rules govern
ing the time and conditions under which students may use the
courts. As a rule, it is not necessary to have a set of rules, tennis
players being for the greater part good sports, willing to give way
in case of argument, for the sake of maintaining the best of good
will and spirit. There are some folks, however, who do. not seem to
be imbued with that sportsmanship so characteristic of tennis, and
who are not so willing to respect the other fellow's wishes.
On our own courts there are sometimes folks who are incon
siderate enough of others to want to hold the courts for a couple of
hours at a time while there may be a considerable number of folks
on the side-benches, waiting their turn to play. Once in a while

Heard in History
"What other |group had
over the legislative body?"
"A Diet of Worms."

control

SAFETY FIRST

Lies slumbering here
One William Lake;
He heard the bell
But had no brake.
—Detroit News.
At fifty miles
Drove Ollie Pidd,
He thought he wouldn't
Skid, but did.
—Rome (N. Y.) Times.
At ninety miles
Drove Edward Shawn;
The motor stopped
But Ed kept on.
—Little Falls, (N. Y.) Times.
Under the sod
Lies Deacon Hale;
He winked and drank
Some "ginger ale."
—Utica (N. Y.) Press.
Here lie sleeps,
One Johnny Faulkner;
He rounded a turn
Without a honker.
—Johnson City Record.
This monument's
For Jackson Druck;
His Lizzy was lighter
Than the truck.
—Scrantonian.

there appears one or more students from other schools, notab}
the local high school, who take it for granted that they, should p'<b
regardless of whether or not there are Pacific students waiting 0
play.
These-conditions, although not acute, bring about the aboW
mentioned desire in order to meet the needs as they arise'. Whetnt'
or not such a body of rules be forthcoming, let us maintain D1'
traditional sportsmanship of tennis and of Pacific and be at all tim L '
considerate of the other fellow.
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THREE-ACT COMEDY TO ALONG THE WAY TO RENO
APPEAR AT PACIFIC
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CAMPUS NOTES

Spring has come—ushering with it
Basketball Squad Greeted With Snow
new sports, new bonnets, new styles
Storm in Reno.
and combinations. Not only has Pa
pacific Players Offer Modern Play
cific excelled in basketball and foot
With heavy shoes and woolen
ball, but we are about to venture into
The Pacific Players present "The socks, scarfs, sweaters and overcoats
a new field of activity, that to all in
Mollusc," a three-act comedy by the the Tiger Team left San Jose, pre
dications will be of lasting tribute
noted
English
dramatist,
Hubert pared for three feet of snow and to the school. Skating and soceer
Henry Davies, on Friday evening, zero weather. Alack and alas, Reno are now in vogue and many enthus
March 23. This production promises was enjoying several days of spring iasts are aspiring to fame along those
to be as popular an offering as was weather. Wool shirts, etc., were ex lines. Mercury of the fleet foot hadn't
clothing,
low
"Beyond the Horizon." "The Mol changed for cooler
anything 011 our "three musketeers,"
replaced
heavier
footwear,
lusc" is bright and rapid, with snappy shoes
as they glide to and fro on the ce
coats
and
vests
came
off
and
the
boys'
dialogue and pantomine.
ment boulevard.
Not willing to be
The four English characters will set about rejoicing with the town outdone by the fairer sex, "Bob,"
folks
that
spring
had
come.
Never
he portrayed by an all-star cast. The
our worthy yell leader, purchased or
small number of players required has theless, the gang wished for some borrowed (most likely the latter) a
snow
and
old
Jupiter
Explodius
burst
enabled Miss Hinsdale
to
choose
pair of rotary steeds and now prom
Friday night to enades to class via the turnpike, and
discrimination as to ability, enough raindrops
w ith fine
cause
a
six
inch
covering
of
that
temperament and experience.
Marparks them under his seat.
iorie Morris, Eleanor Ham, DeMar- white substance.
Yep! Spring has brought another
Feather
River
Canyon
Brown and Elroy Fulmer are
c us
class of sports along also. Those that
A trip through the Feather River have been hybernating
putting the play through its
now
all
winter
Canyon was very beautiful. Magnifi have blossomed on the asphalt to
dress rehearsals.
proudly
standing show the burst of speed they have
In the words of Mr. Tom Kemp, cent pine trees,
played by Elroy Fulmer: "What I above the snow covered mountains accumulated
during
the
many
call moluscry is as dominating as an presented a wonderful sight to all months. Raquets of all sizes, shaped
inborn vice. And it is so catching. and especially to some of the boys and conditions make their appear
Why, one mollusc will infect a whole who had never been out of the valley. ance, together wtih their accompany
Snow Fight
household. We all had it at home.
ing canvas-covered spheroids. Some
There was plenty of snow in some that bounce two inches and some
Mother was quite a famous mollusc
in her time. She was bedridden for places. At Reno Junction, a few of that bounce four. It is all well, or it
fifteen years, and then, don't you re the more frivolous members of the will make one well, as they say that
member, got up to Dulcies' wedding, team (wonder who they were) en it is good spring medicine.
to the amazement of everybody, and gaged in a snow fight with the Reno
One of the Gillette twins (would
tripped down the aisle as lively as a High School girls' Basketball team, he let me have a sandwich) lost his
kitten, and then. . . . Father, he was who were just coming home from a bearings the other day from his timea mollusc, too; he called it being trip. The girls won the fight as they worn task of counting ties, and wan
a . . . Ada, Charlie, Emmeline, all usually do, by an exceedingly stategic dered aimlessly through the mazes
Pacific's campus.
He greeted
of them were more or less mollusky, move toward the inside of the train. of
Reno and the Games
"Blydie" as a long lost friend after
but Dulcibella was the queen. You
Reno was reached at last. "Its a his misdirected steps led him toward
won't often see such a fine healthy
devil of a place to live in," remarked the chapel.
Not that it was unfit
specimen of a mollusc as Dulcie."
Mrs, Baxter, Dulcibbella, is played a man in the Hotel Golden, "but its place for him, but he really wasn't
fine when you only have to stay six looking for it. On questioning him
by Marjorie Morris.
The initial presentation of the Mol months." Pacific's squad didn't en Blydie found that Pacific had been
They mistaken for a neighboring school
lusc in the Criterion Theatre, Lon tirely agree with this man.
don, won it a deservedly high place figured that Reno was a good place and the knight of the endless road
among modern comedies.
The Pa to go to and a mighty fine place to was looking for a kindly old gentle
cific Players consider themselves for leave. Some of the gang, who met man. This "k. o. g." is said to be
tunate in being able to introduce it old friends (?) would, however, just very beneficent and makes donations,
as soon stayed a little longer, but so our friend said, to those in need.
to San Jose.
Tickets are now on sale at P. R. studies called to them from far over Our friend of the road needed a
the mountains, and they managed to pair of shoes but as prospects didn't
Wright's.
All seats are reserved.
tear themselves away, when the time seem bright and prosperous here he
came for leaving.
continued his search for the "k. o. g."
Three Jolly Good Bummers
An old Pacificite had occasion to
It was cold and the dismal Nevada visit his daughter 0 1 1 the campus over
Miss Montgomery favored the stu wind, bringing fine cold snow, howl the week-end and remarked at the
dent body with a group of songs dur ed through the sagebrush, as three "fluence" with which
the
fellows
ing the exercises on Friday.
They weary bums jumped off the midnight streamed in and out of the two girls'
were expressive of the spring spirit train and found themselves in Reno, dormitories. Such a thing was not
and were greatly enjoyed by the stu Nevada, United States of America. prevalent in his day but then—"Them
dents and faculty.
No knowing where to go, they re days is gone forever."
Dr. Porter of
Trinity Episcopal mained in the station wanning the
How long—O how much longer—
Church addressed the students Mon station stove until
morning, when will they wear long dresses?
day morning. His topic was on the they started out to see the town.
Miss Pearl McDowell cataloguer
meaning of Lent. He explained the They were found several hours later for Pacific's library has left for San
necessity
of a certain amount
of down on the Truckee River bridge Diego. It is rumored that she will
emphasis placed at such a time on singing, "Old Rhizomia Booms." On take a position in the library of that
self-sacrifice and deep consideration closer inspection the three tramps city.
°f spiritual
matters.
His address proved to none other than three PaArmed with opera glasses and gaz
was brief and was received with a cifiicites,
namely
Bo
Robertson, ing vacantly upward a group of the
treat deal of respect by the students. Jonah Richardson, and Cow Wheeler. apparently demented cross our camp
Dr. Porter is always a favorite on the They had bummed their way as far us thrice a week.
Who arc they?
platform at Pacific as shown by the as Newcastle and had then persuaded Why
the future ornithologists, of
enthusiastic greeting accorded him the conductor to let them ride the course. Be-goggled and high-booted
by the students.
cushions the rest of the way. They they make their way into the wilds
deserve credit' for the spirit they beyond the Alameda to rout the rob
Jewish students at Ohio Northern showed in going so far to root for in from his lair. It's a wary bird that
university have formed a fraternity, Pacific's team.
can escape these hunters.
Saturday night—Game won. Coach
h will be known as the Phi Epsilon
Speaking of honesty, the bus com
fairly
well
satisfied.
Nevada
heart
who chapter.
pany called up Monday afternoon to
broken.
Next day—Reno tading in the dis say that they had overcharged the
Phone San Jose 2601 -J tance, as a game of pedro was started football team one dollar for trans
and the journey home well begun.
BIGGEST—BUSIEST—BEST
porting the boys from Niles to San
osc that morning. If it had been the
Hum—"Your thoughts arc so mo railroad we might consider the mis
S H O E REPAIRING
take a result of the law of compen
saic."
. v,
Dummer—"You mean prosaic.
All Work Guaranteed
sation.
Ask some of the men who
Dum—"No—mosaic—set
in
con
^ E- San Fernando St.
San Jose
saw the Reno game.
crete, vou know."

CHAPEL

OWL SHOE HOSPITAL

YE WHO WOULD WRITESTOP-LOOK-READ
Local

Playwrights Urged
mit Plays

To

Sub

The one-act-play contest, announced
by the Pacific Players in the Febru
ary 1 issue of the Weekly, will close
May 1. The contest is open to all
Pacificites outside of
dramatic or
ganization.
Rule One—The one-act play sub
mitted shall not require more than
forty-five or less than twenty minutes
for its presentation.
Rule Two—The play shall be type
written, on one side of the paper
only.
Rule Three—The name of the con
testant must not appear on the man
uscript.
Rule Four—The play must be sub
mitted to Ralph Westerman and the
name of the author be known to no
other person.
The Pacific Players offer a first
prize of ten dollars. They retain the
right, for one year, of presenting the
winning play.

SOLO CLASS
Those who were not present at the
first solo class performance last Mon
day afternoon missed a very inter
esting program. A great deal of new
talent was heard, of which Pacific can
well be proud. The performers each
showed marked ability and rendered
their numbers in an admirable fash
ion.
(
The program given was as fol
lows :
1st Movement Italian Concerto,
(piano)
Bach
Margaret Ramsey
Valse Triste, (violin)
Sibelius
Leon Jenkins
The Rose and the Bee, (voice)....
Millegan
Spring Comes Laughing, (voice)
Carew
Dorothy Dennis
Romaz, (piano)
La Forge
Lucile Carmichael
Nocturne, (piano)
Debussy
Catherine Hewitt
Star, (voice)
Rogers
Night Wind, (voice)
Ball
Minnie McArthur
The Rain, (piano)
Whithorn
All students of the Conservatory
are required
to attend these solo
classes each Monday afternoon, and
all others are invited to attend.
o
A boy in a Welsh school assayed
to write on Henry VIII, and a Lon
don paper reports him as beginning
thus: "King Henry V I I I was the
greatest widower
that
ever lived.
He was born at Anna Domini in the
year 1066. He had 510 wives beside
children. The first was beheaded and
executed. The second was revoked.
She never smiled again.
Henry 8
was succeeded
on the throne
by
Mary Queen
of
Scots, sometimes
known as the Lady of the Lake."
o
Mrs. Amy D. Winship, ninety-two,
known as the "oldest university co
ed ' died on February 16 at Racine,
Wis.
Mrs. Winship ^"entered Ohio
State University at the age of 78 and
later studied at the Universities of
Wisconsin, California, Kansas, Tex
as, and Florida.
o" 1 hat bane a joke on me," said the
Swede as the egg spattered down his
shirt-front.

SAN JOSE ITS HEROLDS FOR
18-26 E. SANTA CLARA STREET
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ATHENAEA

OMEGA PHI ALPHA

The members of Athenaea are
glad to announce the pledging ot two
new members: Miss Constance McKee and Miss Marian Temple.
After the business meeting last
Friday, the society continued with a
short program. The first number
was an interesting talk on the lite
of Dorothy Canfield by Lois vv hip
pie. Ethel Jones then sang two very
attractive songs. At the conclusion
of the program the members 'ad
journed to the dormitory and were
royally entertained by Evelyn Slingsby, Ethel Jones and Irene Dillman.
Spring has brought the "back tc
nature" feeling, so a group of Athe
naea members gave vent to their
felings by indulging in a picnic ana
hike at Alum Rock, Saturday after-

The Omega Phi A 1 P h a Almost
at the last meeting, e n J°y e d c ' h f ® " t ?js
ileasant and ideal meeting so
t
"/ear The fraternity was the guest
'hat evening of "Pdte" Knoles who
jelieves in doing everything up in

SOPHOLECHTIA
Sopholechtia enjoyed a house part}
last week-end at Mount Hcrnion.
Plenty of amusement was furnish
ed by hikes, baseball, impromptu
stunts and songs, and last but not
least, a graphophone of the year /o,
whose cylinders ground out such
classics as "My Wife's Gone to the
Country," "The Laughing Coon, etc
Features of the stunt program
were the rendering of Grand Opera
selections by Marian Warner, a very
instructive lecture by Florence F 1 S 'V
er, an original poem by Marian Hull,
and a highly entertaining skit by
Edith Gilman and Florence Fisher.
We were happy to have several ot
our alumnae as chaperones.
o

CLASSICAL CLUB

On last Monday night the Classical
Club held its first
meeting of the
semester, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Baldwin. Although some
loyal members were not able to be
there on account of sickness and
other hinderances, those who were
there spent a pleasant evening.
After a rather long business meet
ing, in which plans for the semester
were discussed and new officers were
elected, there followed a program
based upon Norse mythology. (Mr
Delamarter" read the story of Bal
der," and the games further carried
out the spirit of the evening. One
was a battle in which every one was
killed. They the party went througl
dark halls, escorted by a Valkyrie, to
"Valhalla," upstairs where a modern
imitation of the traditional eating and
drinking were engaged in.

FRESHMEN ELECT
NEW PRESIDENT
At a meeting of the Freshmen
Class on Monday, Henderson McGee was elected to fill the unexpired
term of William Houston as Presi
dent of the Freshmen Class. Hous
ton was forced to leave school be
cause of injuries sustained in a foot
ball game last semester.
McGee is one of the most popular
members of the class of 26 and is
well qualified for the office ,of presi
dent, having been one of the edi
tors of the "Frosh Cookie," which
appeared (for a few minutes., at the
first of last semester, and also is a
member of the Pacific Players Club.
o

The Mathematician

"I am not much of a mathematic
ian," said the cigarette, "but I can
add to a man's nervous trouble, I can
subtract from his physical energy, I
can multiply his aches and pains, I
can divide his mental powers, I can
take interest from his work and dis
count his chances of success."
—Ex.

nty///MMAV,"""""7777/7/7'//'

EAT WHERE COOKING
IS MADE A BUSINESS

After''the snappy business m e e t ' n f
vas over the new members put an a
.lever program. The Worden bro ^
rs portrayed in a true fashion the
before" and the "after of " i a r J'^ e '
The frat members were astonished
it Ted Worden's ability to make love
-oh, of the girls only knew. Next
die important "news both abroad
nd elsewhere was reviewed so that
1 0 one would miss any
''SjlJ
figh and otherwise. Mr. Gregory,
whose home, by the way, is in the
iouth Sea Islands and therefore has
irst hand information and knowledge
old the group about the practice ot
certain magic. The members eagery wanted him to come across with
he stuff, so he did. Dr. Harris, who
was intensely interested after he
ound out that there was no taking,
ried and tried but in vain to comirehend the wonder work. Several
Sophomores who were present were,
t is needless to say, completely
lazed and had to be slapped out 01
he trance by the wonder Frosh.
The host then served delicious
ihocolates and marshmallows with
finger bread that only "Pete's" siser can make. After singing several
Jmega Phi songs the party ended,
.nd all only tOo happily admitted that
hey had one mighty good time.
Remember the "Bat."
o

Championship Game with
Fresno Next Wednesday
Are you going to be there next
Wednesday night? Where? Why,
at the CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
with Fresno! Where is it to be
played? At our own gym, of course.
Will our student body ticket let us
in? Yes, it will, with a donation of
25 cents along with it! Will it be
wortTi it? WILL IT? If you want
o pay what that game will be worth,
your dollar and half will be cheerfuly accepted by Mr. Quinley, or the
ticket-taker that night, either going
n or going out. Talk it up! Get
/our down-town friends to be there,
ind don't fail to be there yourself!
The team will need every single stu
dent in the school to be there cooi
ng for them all the time during the
game. Chorus is to meet at seven
o'clock that night so as to allow
iverybody to get into the gym in
ilenty of time to see the whole game.
Let's show the team that we are befind thm all the time, and help them
iring home a STATE CHAMPION
SHIP ot Pacific.

ARCHANIA
Music and food were the winning
features of the meeting of Archania
last week. John Milton was quoted
in varying degres of genuineness and
appreciation. The heavier part of the
program over, time was given to the
appreciation of the lighter forms of
the culinary art of Mrs. Gilman who
had contributed some cake for suc
cess of the meeting. George Chan
is to be complimented upon the
choice collection of records that he
allowed the Architcs to select from
and play during the social hour to
gether.

EMENDIA
Monday afternoon Emendia again
witnessed her rcformal pledge cere
mony. After the service the society
adjourned to Wilson's where a dinner
was given in honor of the new
pledges: Misses Edith Griggs and
Lucille Huffaker.

HOTEL MONTGOMERY
DINING ROOMS
Facilities for Banquets

COMMERCIAL, SAVINGS
TRUST
COMPLETE BANKING
SERVICE
GARDEN CITY BRANCH

MERCANTILE TRUST
COMPANY OF
CALIFORNIA
San Jose, California

PACIFIC AGENCY

RED STAR LAUNDRY
CURTIS & MALONE, East Hall
Collections, Monday and Wed.
Student Agents

TWO-DAY SERVICE
Deliveries, Wed. & Sat.
Mending Free

We Solicit a Share of Your Business in Young Men's Suits
and Overcoats
and
Men's Furnishing
Goods
7 8 SOUTH F I R S T

(unningham & Son

COLLEGE BOOK STORE
STATIONERY

FILMS
BELTS
JEWELRY
Agency for Webb's
Leave Films Here for Development

Be A Tailor Made
Man
WE, AS TAILORS, enjoy an enviable reputation as
makers of clothes for dress-wear, such as Tuxedos and Full
Dress, and we find that our skill in this direction has brought
us a tremendous amount of other business.
It is only natural that a tailor who can satisfy a man
in most particular garments should be trusted with orders
for COLLEGE SUITS as well.
THE SEASON'S LATEST—500 patterns to choose
from. Moderately priced, from $35.00 up.

Made Right When Made
by

Atujrmttr
LEADING TAILOR

42 North First Street
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS

As you climb upward your goal
should always be just beyond and al
ways moving ahead of you.—Ex.

Phone San Jose 1781

PR. W. F. WILDANGER
DENTIST
Twohy Building
Hours 9 to 5

San Jose

Hours, 9 a. m.-12 m.

1:30-4:00 p. m.

Phone S. J. 2238

DR. A. G. BENNETT
DENTIST
Roorrts 501-2 Garden City Bank Bldg.

DR. LINCOLN COTHRAN
Here is one of the many styles in
which the College of the Pacific girls
will be interested. See Mr. Di Bene
Res. N. E. Cor. Alameda and Elmor detto for your next hair cut. He
knows the way.
Silk Shop
136 S. FIRST ST.
Office, Garden City Bank Bldg.

DR. M. S. KNEASS
DENTIST
llpSouth First St.

Phone S. J. 4349

Our facilities are the best in San
Jose for portrait photography.
S. J. 783
50 per cent Discount to Students

"EYES RIGHT"

UR. MALCOLM DONALD
OPTOMETRIST
OPTICIAN
82 So. Second St.
San Jose, Cal.
Phone S. J. 3803-J
Office Ph. S. J. 623

Official Photographer
We Give 50% Discount to Students
41 N. 1st St., San Jose

Res. Ph. S. J. 969

MARK F. HOPKINS, M.D.
84 South First Street,.
SAN JOSE, CAL.
Hours, 11-12, 2-5, 7-8 p.m. 485 S. 16th

DR. FRED A. CURTISS
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RHIZOMIA

PHILOMUSIA

Although its membership was de
pleted by the basketball team being
in the "City of Divorces," Rhizomia
held one of the most enjoyable meet
ings of the year in Rhizomia Hall
last Thursday night.
The meeting was presided over by
Lloyd Case, the recently elected pres
ident, who handled the gavel in a
highly efficient manner. During the
business meeting, Milnes, Ferguson,
Bodley and Gause tossed into the
gaping maw of the treasury small
coins as fines for serious and malic
ious breaches of etiquette.
Maurice "Rube" Wood was unan
imously elected to membership and
a telegram notifying him of this ac
tion was sent to him in Reno.
Following the business meeting the
regular literary program was held.
Being far from the literary field, roll
call was answered to by "sayings
overheard in Tid's." Needless to say
the replies were varied but trite. Alex
Parsons gave an interesting address
on the Graflex Camera and its operat
ing mechanism which was instructive
as well as entertaining. Trivclpiece's
"current events" were very well pre
sented indeed and showed careful
preparation. "Rudie" Ferguson e x
postulated for three nervous minutes
on the "Psychology of Class Room
Touch," while Russ Bodley delivered
a master fuloration on "Bills and
Belles." Every note rang clear and
Bodley is to be congratulated on his
impromptu speech.
Due to George "Big John" Richard
son being in Reno, his music number
was ably handled by a quartet com
posed of Bodley, "Rudie" Ferguson,
Scott, and Milnes, who put over
some clever harmony.
The closing number was a reading
on "In the Front and in the Rear,"
by Ted Thompson of Turlock. It
was highly humorous and was a Sit
ting closing number for a good pro
gram. Following the literary meet
ing, the members were again called
into business session ill order to
nominate pall-bcarers and mourners
to the funeral of Scotch Roberston,
Cow Wheeler and Big John Richard
son, if their bodies were found in the
frozen wilderness of the High Sier
ras. Later—The three returned to
the disappointment of all concerned.

Last Friday afternoon Philomusia
had the second semester's pledging
ceremony. The society was glad to
welcome four new women. They
were: Elizabeth Hunter, Naomi Ran
dolph, Bessie Kroft and Katherine
Woods.
A delightful dinner was served to
new and old members by Airs. Ball.
The table was beautiful with almond
blossoms. The clever place cards,
depicting cunning Japanese ladies in
colorful kimonos, carrying dainty
parasols, were done by Philomusia's
art majors.
Aliss Montgomery acted as chap
eron and proved her skill by bringing
every co-ed to her collegiate home
unharmed, after witnessing "Adam's
Rib."
Everyone had such a wonderful
evening that more were planned then
and there.
It is the wish of every Philomusian
to become more intimately acquaint
ed with her sisters . The little so
ciety affairs already begun have
spoken for their own success in ac
complishing this.

Practice Limited to
WSanfa ClaraSt.
Extraction of Teeth
Minor Oral Surgery
PRINTING, BOOKBINDING.
and Oral Diagnosis
"So you work at the confectioner's.
ENGRAVING, DESIGNING
210 S. First St.
San Jose, Cal.
Do you pepper mints or salt pea
PHONE SAN JOSE 1439
nuts?"
"Neither; I milk chocolates."
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll'"""""'
Candies and Tee Cream
SHOES FOR MEN AND BOYS

10 per cent Off to Students

PACIFIC SHOE STORE

Luncheon Parties
120 South First

"EXCLUSIVE FOR YOUNG AIEN AT MODERATE PRICES"
43 North First Street

Telephone 3562-J

Near Victory Theatre

S. J. 2198
Phone S. J. 4049-J

A. 1. HECKENDORF

MT. HAMILTON CYCLERY
San Jose, Calif.

SPORTING GOODS AND CUTLERY

Phone San Jose 1044

SPORT SHOP
South Second
NEXT TO HALE'S
Mak e our Stand your Stand. ..Always
your service with pep and snap

The Y. W. C. A. meeting last Tues
day opened with a solo 5y Agnes
Clark. Edith Bean then led devo
tions, followed by an interesting talk
by Miss Hellar, one of the National
Student Secretaries. She spoke about
world fellowship of students, the .pur
pose and aim of the Y. W. C. A. and
the influence that we as college stu
dents might have on public affairs.
With the training we receive in col
lege, we should be able to adapt and
help our fellow-kind. The Y. W. C.
A. is an organization linking womenkind, women of different races,
color, occupation and ages, all work
ing together as one group.
Later in the afternoon Miss Hellar
met with the Cabinet Advisory Roard
at a special meeting and discussed
the problems of the Y. W. C. A.,
with special emphasis upon the pur
pose and work of the association on
our own campus.

SCIENCE CLUB
An interesting meeting of the Pa
cific Science Club was held last Tues
day, Alarch 1st. Dr. Cooks' talk on
the Einstein Theory was instructive
and gave a clearer idea of what we
might expect in Dr. Campbell's lec
ture. Dr. Campbell, the new presi
dent of the University of California,
and formerly in charge of Lick Ob
servatory, is to speak before the club
in the near future. This is some
thing to which all will look with in
terest.
Carroll Leonard read a paper
"Chemistry and its relation to the
Old Testament." In this paper he
revealed the fact that chemistry is
not such a new science as one might
believe.
It seems that more members of the
club should' be present to hear these
worthwhile talks and papers.

MU PHI

New and Second-hand Bicycles
238 The Alameda

Y. W.° C. A.

ROY P". EMERSON

Intelligent Service
44 East Santa Clara St., next to University Drug Co., San Jose

Thursday afternoon after the reg
ular business meeting, the Mu Phi
girls held their long planned song
contest. It had been decided to
choose the best one and send it on
! to the National Contest, but all the
songs submitted showed such fine
possibilities and contained such good
material that it was agreed to for
ward the entire group. The names of
the winners will appear in the So
rority's official publication "The Tri
angle" and the songs chosen will be
added to the present collection and
made into a new Mu Phi song book.
We are hoping that Mu Eta Chapter
will be represented.
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STUDENT BODY
MONTHLY MEETING
The regular monthly meeting of
the Associated Students was held in
chapel last Thursday. Each manager
gave his report. From the reports
it seems almost impossible for the
Executive Committee to plan for a
basebad or track season.
This
probability brought much discussion.
A motion was made but lost, to the
effect that the students register them
selves in favor of a baseball season.
The general feeling, however, is that
the students want a baseball season,
the motion losing because those pres
ent did not feel they should place the
pressure upon the Executive Com
mittee which the motion would carrj
with it.
The last part of the meeting was
given over to passing compliments
on the respective merits of the Ex
Committee, some good, and some
not so good, showing that there arc
some students who do not realize
that the Ex Committee are ver.
much in touch with every phase oi
student life and finances.
This was one of the most inter
esting meetings held thus far this
year, except for the fact that ther.
were about one-third of the student
body present. It would seem that
every student would be interested
enough in the organization of whic'
he is a part to attend its meetings
Sad to say, such is evidently not tlw
case.
ATHLETICS
The time has come for the colleges
of this country to decide on a definite
policy in regard to athletics. They
should either frankly accept the new
regime of millionaire coaches and
salaried players or they should get
busy and clean up house. Only those
who refuse to see fail to perceive that
so far as football is concerned ama
teur college athletics is a thing of
the past. Those who refuse to hid.
their faces in the ground like the
proverbial ostrich realize that in prac
tically every school in the country
there are paid players. It matters
not whether they are paid by the
school or by the alumni. The salaries
are forthcoming in either case.
If the colleges of the country real
ly think it all right to turn football
into a gladiatorial game let them say
so. Possibly colleges are willing to
submerge their real functions and
turn themselves into centers of
amusement for the public, allow their
names to be used by a gang of sports
living in the vicinity of the college.
If they don't object to this sort 01
thing, let them say as much. But in
the name of sincerity let us brea'
away from the conditions which noi
obtain. There is no use for the col
leges of America to claim that thei
football teams are composed of bona
fide students when every; thinking
man and woman who knows any
thing at all about the situation real
izes the falsity of such claims.
—The Gamecock.
(University of Southern California)

F

ERGUSON'S
ER MUSIC

If it appertains to music don't
wonder where to get it—come
to
250 South First St.
(Opp. Beatty's American)
or Phone 299-W

J. A. GOTHBERG

For these wintry cold mornings.

SWEATERS
See us about that sweater

you've been planning to get

Garden City Knittery
"The Exclusive Sweater Shop"
Phone S. J. 3859-J

31 SO-

SECOND

Batik Silk Handkerchiefs

TENNIS and GYM SHOES
jet Your Shoes Fixed by Machinery
/. G. HOWARD,
Student Represcntativ.

Crene de Chine in gay colors of Orange, Red, Lavender,
Green, all 75c

HESTER SHOE SHOP

Wristlet Kerchiefs in Paisley designs are 50c

Phone 4421-J

CANEL : BROS. 8c S'ACKHOUSE CO.
THE ARCADE

Marcel and Water Waving

Shampooing

PUBLIC SALES
We have purchased 122,000 pair
U. S. Army Munson last shoes, sizes
jVi to 12, which was the entire sur
plus stock of one of the largest U. S.
Government shoe contractors.
This shoe is guaranteed one hun
dred per cent solid leather, color
dark tan, bellows tongue, dirt and
waterproof. The actual value of'this
shoe is $6.00. Owing to this tremen
dous buy we can offer same to the
public at $2.95.
Send correct size. Pay postman
on delivery or send money order. If
shoes are not as represented we will
cheerfully
refund
your
money
promptly upon request.

NATIONAL BAY STATE
SHOE COMPANY
196 BRODAWAY, -

Manicuring

CASTLE'S
Lingerie
Imported Hair Goods
Hosiery
Telephone 3an Jose 355

Scalp Treatments

70 SOUTH FIRST STREET

SAN JOSE, CALIF.

For
E

Every Style
SHOE DEN
Every Shape
3 5 ^ ^ FOR MEN
FIVE DOLLARS — NO MORE

DRESS SHOES, WORK SHOES, OUTING SHOES
10 West San Antonio Street (Hotel Montgomery Building)
R. S. Nixon

SA

D. Ingegneri
TO MEN WHO CARE

TKnox barber Sl)op
Hair Bobbing a Specialty

NEW YORK

19 West Santa Clara St.

Hi

San Jose, Cal.
C. M. SPENCER, Prop.

Phone 3350

STUDENTS, ATTENTION!

Hat, Flower and Feather Store

108-110 S. First Street
16 E. San Fernando Street, San Jose

tions in school paper and Year
Book made complimentary to
Students and Faculty of the Col
lege of the Pacific.

Five Chairs

Phone, S. J. 4157-J

The
Wonder Millinery

515
Haircutting our specialty.
iiiiimiiiimiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimi
Bank of San Jose.
o
NOTICE
STANFORD TO HAVE
All photographs for repro due
"STUDENT MOVIES"
Stanford University is trying out a
new experiment of "Student Movies."
The experiment is under the direction
of the Associated Student Body. The
pictures will be released through the
student body and the admission price
will be 25 cents. Viola Dana in "I
Like 'em Rough" and Buster Keaton
in "The Haunted House" were the
opening features.
o
Go where the students go, 515
Bank of San Jose.

SWEATERS

BE SURE IT'S

Pr

Typewriters rented—1 month, $3; 3 months, $8.
We are distributors for the CORONA and REMINGTON
Portable Typewriters.
Rebuilt Typewriters of all makes sold on easy payments. Cleaning,
repairing and rebuilding.

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Phone 349

24 So. Second Street
D. C. Ahlers, Mgr.
A. F. Beckert

Oi

Phone
S. J. 939
Western Auto Machine Co.

V.W. Straub

STRAUB & BECKERT

AUTO REPAIRS and MACHINE WORKS

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

E. M. Kotenberg
Office Manager

55 South Third St.
San lose, Calif-
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THE YOUNG MAN—

Hi-Frosh Suits
With Two Pairs of Long
Trousers

$27.50
Made of good, all-wool fabric
browns and heathers—
Models 'that the young fellow's
like.

New Overcoats
With the propef swagger for
High School and College wear.

$27.50
Made of clever high-grade wool
plaid-back coatings in _ new
shades of grays and tans—in the
cozy coat model, with large
yokes and
sleeves,
double
breasted, patch pockets, con
vertible collars.

F. SCHILLING AND SON

Guns, Ammunition, Cutlery
Fishnig Tackle, Sporting Goods
27 POST STREET

Fountain Pens, Eversharp Pencils
Drafting Outfits School Supplies
Program and School Printing

KELVIN, ROBERTS AND
HORWARTH
JOSE TRANSFER CO.
P. R. WRIGHT, Agent
Phone S. J. 863

HESTER CREAMERY
I - Cream and Sodas
Lehnhardt Candies
Chatterton Bakery Goods

'121 The Alameda

Phone 401

HHIIlllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllljlllll:

LIBERTY SKATING RINK
ROLLER SKATING

Private

Parties Monday Nights

Over Liberty Theatre
""Hllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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JEWELRY OF QUALITY
Service the Best
°®gea Phi Alpha,
Philomusia Pins
G. LEAN, Jeweler
Pirst and

San Fernando Sts

"""mm m i in in N IIIIIIII Minimi mi

America's Greatest
Group of Pals
Contribution to China
To Visit College
James Maxon Yard

"Is America's greatest contribution
to China Standard Oil, cigarettes,
movies, or Ford cars?" I asked a
group of university students at Foochow last December. I had assured
them before that they might be quite
frank with me as I had no connection
DRY GOODS
with the faculty, and since I did not
52-54 S. First St., San Jose, Cal. know their names I could not report
them in any case. The almost in
Phone S. J. 250
stant reply to the question was,
"America's greatest contribution to
China has been Christian education."
Now 1 am aware that not all stu
Formerly Maynard's
dents would agree with that, but 1 do
know that many students, even in
BOOKS
government schools, would make
STATIONERY
that same answer. For ten years I
FOUNTAIN PENS
have been in very close touch with
and EVERYREADY PENCILS
students in all parts of China, and I
114-116 SO. FIRST ST.
San Jose know that in spite of the anti-rcligious movement very many see
PhoneSan Jose 4640
China's only hope in the practice ofthe principles of Christ.
Mark yon, I know that Chinese
students are on the lookout for any
Prescription Druggists
KODAKS and PHOTO SUPPLIES thing that sounds like superstition,
but they are quite willing to con
DEVELOPING and PRINTING
sider religion if they are approached
75 North First St.
San Jose, Cal. from the modern point of view. Che
task of an American teacher, whether
in a Chinese college or in a mission
ary university, is right there to help
these men solve their mental dif
Manufacturers of
ficulties in the spirit of honesty and
fearlessness.
FANCY CREAMERY BUTTER
I believe that the work that Amer
AND ICE CREAM
ica's live-wires arc doing in such un
We Deliver iversities as Peking, Fochow, ChengPhone S. J. 46
tu, Changsha, and Nanking is ac
complishing more for the peace of
the Far East than all the battleships
afloat on the Pacific.
to that same bunch, "What
NEW ERA BOOK STORE is Ithesaid
greatest need of China?" They
might have said schools, in the midst
H. A. JOHNSON
of such illiteracy; they might have
237 N. First St.
Phone S. J. 1854 said railroads, in a land where prov
inces as large as France depend upon
wheelbarrows and sedan chairs. But
L. Hiance
U. Bessiere they did. not. They said, "Leaders—
No Odor Process
honest, fearless, able leaders."
How would you like to take a
chance on .training some of the future
bankers, statesmen, scientists and ed
ucators of China? Let us check up
and see where the present leaders are
coming from. During the past two
months the Weekly Review , of
Shanghai has been having a contest.
Cleaners of Quality
The question was, "Who are the.
CURTIS & MALONE, East Hall
twelve greatest living. Chinese?" At
RAMONA WOODWARD
the close of the contest these men
Girl's Dormitory
stood at the head of the list:
Sun Yat Sen, F'eng Yu Hsiang, V.
Student Agents
San Jose, CaL
K. Wellington Koo, Wang Chun Hui,
Wu Pei Fu, Tsai, Yuan Pei, C. T.
Wang, Chang Chien, Yen Hsi Shan,
Dbvitl Z. T. Yui Li Yuan Hung, and
Phone 2313
Hju Suit.
:Of these unquestioned leaders of
251 SO. FIRST STREET
the New China twenty-five per cent
Prescriptions
ai J c graduate of Christian colleges,
Patent Medicines
whereas only a quarter of one per
Toilet Articles
cent of the population of China is
Perfumes
I Christian, telling evidence that grad
Stationery
uates of Christian schools are rapidly
Magazines
reaching places of influence.
Goods
Rubber
Lowry, Pott, Bowen, Gowdy, Jones
, Beech and Edmunds, to mention but
Open every evening until 11:3.0
a few out of scores of missionary
Julia E. Burket
Nicholas J. Volino leaders, must be mighty glad of the
; way they are investing their lives.
came to China straight from
= JAMES W. DIXON = :I They
American colleges, young and un=
BOYS', LADIES' AND
=
' known, and have had a big share in
MEN'S GLOVES
=
turning out these men upon whom all
Ladies'
Handbags
Repaired, 3 China depends.
Baseballs
Recovered,
Basket —
Every college is crowded with stu
Balls Repaired, Mitts Repaired. —
Trunks, Suitcases, Lunch Bas- ~ dents. The call is for members of
kets, Auto Robes
= the faculty, teachers of science, math121 S. Second St., Next to Hale's — ; c'matics, agriculture, English, philos
Phone 4259-J
~
ophy, and directors of athletics.
There is a job waiting for you in
China. It is the greatest game in the
world—a chance to help modernize
Pacific Advertisers make your Paper the most ancient civilization on earth.
o
Possible. Help your Paper by pat
Efficiency at 515 Bank of San Jose.
ronizing those who patronize vou.
San Jose, California

F.W. GROSS AND SON

HILL'S BOOK STORE

WAGNER DRUG CO.

SAN JOSE CREAMERY CO.

140 South First St
San Jose
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BOOKS BOUGHT AND SOLD

PATTERSON PHARMACY

PACIFIC STUDENTS

Are you all ready for the hike to
the unknown next Saturday? Have
you remembered to save the dates
of March 9, 10, and 11? Those are
the dates that the California Confer
ence Epworth League group of
"Pals" is to visit the school and put
over a great series of meetings which
will be varied in character at each
session. Don't fail to be present at
all the sessions possible. These
folks, as we who have been to sum
mer institutes in the northern part
of this state know, are a fine bunch
of folks to know and become pals
with.
Saturday night, after returning
from the hike to the unknown, the
following cast is to put on a little
one-act play in the auditorium, entited "Mike Angelo."
"Mike Angelo"
"Mike".
Jas K. Stinchcomb
Anabel
Miss Frances Kallstedt
Newton Carlton
R. H. C. Proffitt
Peter Smith
Jas. J. McCormick
Ivan Smyrnoff
J. A. Berger
Misclia- Targoff
H. H. Hollidge
Carlotta
Esther Helgesson
Stage direction by Edwin E. Ma'one; music by Russell Bodley and
Kenneth D. MacKenzie.
o
DID YOU SEE THIS
IN THE EXAMINER?
Much discussion is under way at
present relative to increasing the ef
ficiency of colleges. Among the best
proposals that have been made the
following may be listed:
Make such entrance requirements
that the rich man's stupid son will
not be given preference over the
shoemaker's boy with brains.
Test the mentality of all students,
and require, each one to live up to
the standards he sets for himself, in
stead of allowing a bright boy to
loaf along without working.
Establish more colleges limited to
five hundred students or less.
Devote less attention to frivolous
college activities such as athletics.
Abolish the society loafer who
comes to college to meet the right
people, etc.
Plan the course of the college so
as to include self-support.
Select great educators instead of
great money getters as college pres
idents.
Any of these would work great
good; a combination of
them all
would approximate a revolution for
the better in American higher edu
cation.
o
J-one-S salted Peanuts for sale by
P. R.
o
The University of Southern Cal
ifornia is engaged at present in the
big task of raising $10,000,000 for
new building and equipment. From
all reports the students of that in
stitution are co-operating in every
way and present indications point to
the success of their campaign. We
of Pacific are doubly interested in
the success of the campaign, in that
the two schools are under the same
denomination, and also because we
have successfully passed through a
campaign for the same purpose. We
wish our "big sister" school every
possible success in her undertaking.
o
Best haircut at 515 Bank of San Jose.
o
The doctors were holding a con
sultation over the bed of a man who
was being treated for appendicitis.
"I believe," said one surgeon, "that
we should let him get a little strong
er before cutting into him."
Before the other could reply the
patient turned his head and inquired,
"What
do you
take me for—a
cheese?"
—Ex.
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Tigers Win Second Game
WILL RELICS FROM TUT'S
f Continued from page 1)
TOMB BE OF VALUE TO
SCIENCE OR HIoTORIANS tion for our big blond center) who
was high point man, the score migh
Interesting as the Relics unearthed have told an even sadder tale than
in Pharoah Tutankhamon's tomb
did. The star for the Sagebrushers
may be to the popular mind, it is was Fredericks.
"CorKy
^ourt~
doubtful whether they will prove 01 right and "Swede" Righter vied with
any value scientifically or historically, _ach other for the greatest number oi
according to Professor brederick substitutes but "Corky" took no
CarlEiselen, professor of Biblical lit chances until the game was well
erature at Northwestern University 'cinched" making four substitutions
and dean of Garrett Biblical Institute during the last minute of the last
who has made a specialty of ancient half.
, . _ , n
history, Egyptology and Biblical lore. Tigers Out for Blood in Last Game
"From the standpoint of the re
In the game Saturday night tn
ligion of Egypt of that day, we may Bengal hoopsters took the lead and
expect some interesting contribu by the end of the first half had dem
tions, but as to illuminating the sec onstrated beyond a doubt their su
rets of the Old Testament, I am periority, the score standing at 18-C
somewhat pessimistic," he says. The in their favor. The Sagebrush cagepoint to be considered, he believes, sters seemed unable to comprehenu
is whether the tomb and its hiero what had happened, and in the sec
glyphics will reveal anything of vital ond half staged a comeback, but it
interest respecting the children of did not come far enough. racih
Israel in Egypt and of their exodus played a defensive game, making
and of Biblical events already chron only one field goal in the second
icled. To this, Prof. Eiselen replies round, but due to the eagle eye oi
in the negative.
Wagner, they netted five
fouls.
"Placing the exodus of the Israel "Wag" (high point man for the liites in either the century of 1300 B. gers) missed one free throw out of
C. or earlier, as most of the Egypto eight. The game was characterized
logists have, would mean that the by the outstanding team-work of the
reign of Tutankhamon had passed a entire team and the excellent guard
century or a century and a half be ing -'of Sumner and Wagner, who
fore. In other words, the exodus broke play after play for the Wolves.
had not happened. Again, we mus.
The Pacific men were well pleased
recall that this Pharoah was in upper by the hospitality of their hosts and
Egypt, that the distance between his are looking forward to the time
capital and the lower part of the when they shall have opportunity to
country was great and that the Is to express their appreciation by en
raelites probably attracted very little tertaining "Corky" Courtright and
attention in the larger contemporary his quintet on Pacific's campus. The
events of the great kingdom. Then- line up for the two games was as
story is interesting, but I do not follows:
think it was such vital moment in Pacific—17
Nevada—3
that time to attract the attenion of Collis 2
F
Clay .
Tutankhamon. If there are papyri Woods
F
Fredericks 14
found showing events to be other Stevens 7
C
Hobbs
wise, it is likely that present-da; Wagner 5
G
Scranton 6
opinions will have to be changed Sumner
G :
Harr so
That would, of course, involve somSubstitutes: Pacific — Burcham
rather large questions and would King 2, Carter.
make the new discovery of unusual
Nevada—Monohan, Galmarino, An
significance.
There already have derson, Randall 1.
been numerous royal Egyptian tombs
Saturday night:
uncovered and others may be reveal Pacific—25
Nevada—15
ed in the future. This ruler, whose Collis 4
F
Clay 2
remains have just been unearthed Burcham 4
F'
Fredericks 9
was one of the last and least import Stevens 6
C
Hobbs ?
ant of the eighteenth Egyptian dy Wagner 7
G
Stanton ?
nasty which had several outstanding Sumner 2
G
:
Harrison
kings. His imemdiate predecessor
Substitutes: Pacific—Woods 2.
was a religious fanatic and reformer
who built a capital between the Bes
and Memphis but on his death the
Tigerettes Lose Fast Game
new ruler, Tutankhamon, did his best
to re-establish the old religion. The
(Continued from page I)
hieroglyphics in Tut's tomb, there
fore, may be expected to illuminate exhibition of defensive playing, hold
some of the religious thoughts of his ing the Y girls to no field goal:
while their team-mates made threi
day."
, ,.
Dr. Eiselen said that the fashions more, the half ending with the scor;
displayed by the Tut relics are simi 17-7 in favor of Pacific. The Tiger
lar to those adhered to by Egyptians ette defense fell down somewhat at
for centuries, and while they may be the beginning of the second half and
the mode very soon it will not be "Pete" got away for five field goals
and three free throws.
because of their actual novelty.
For Pacific, Netzer and Sharp weri
TEN REASONS °WHY I SWEAR equally good at forward, Netzer mak
ing 10 of Pacific's 19 points. "Doc'
played her usual hard and fast game
1. It pleases mother so much.
2. It is a fine mark of manliness. at center, while Captain Bray showed
some fine defensive playing at guard
3. It proves self control.
4. It indicates how clearly my mind "Pete" was easily the star of the
Y .W. team, scoring 15 of their 23
operates.
5. It juakes my conversation so points. Following is the line-up of
the game:
pleasing to everybody.
Y. W. C. A.—22
6. It leaves no doubt in anyone s Pacific—19
Sharp 9
F
Van Osten 7
mind as to my breeding.
F
Pederson 15
7. It impresses people that I have Netzer 10
Robins
C
Simmons
more than ordinary education.
C
Kruger
' 8. It makes me a very desirable Chappelle
G
McNally
personality among women and chil Bray
Beckley
G
Burton
dren and in respectable society.
Substitutes: Glaister for Chappelle.
9. It is an unmistakable sign of
culture and refinement.
Anne—"Last week he sent me
10. It is my way of honoring God,
who said: "Thou shalt not take the candy, saying sweets to the sweet."
Laurie—"A pretty sentiment. What
name of the Lord, thy God, in vain.
—Ex. of it?"
Annie—"But now he sends me an
ivory hair brush."
More Truth Than Poetry
You can always draw queens if you
Say little and mean much.
have the jack.

"The Best of Service"

"The Best of Goods"

SAVOY GRILL
Phone San Jose 4696

25 EAST SANTA CLARA ST.

SAN JOSE, CALIF.

Santa Clara and Market

HEADQUARTERS FOR PACIFIC MEN

CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS
HATS and CAPS

For years this store has been the place where Pacific men
have found their clothing wants supplied with merchandise
that shows plainly its value and service

GIRLS
We save you money on your SHOES by walking upstairs... We
have a o.nplete new stock of all the smart styles for fall—high grade
shoes at very reasonable prices. Ladies upstairs.

ECONOMY SHOE STORE
55 West San Fernando

Next to P. 0.

SAN JOSE HARDWARE CO.
GRIPSURE BASKETBALL SHOES $3.75
BASKETBALL PANTS, FRESH 1923 TENNIS BALLS
85 SO. FIRST STREET

OVER ARCADE

THE EXCELLENT

COLLEGE DAIRY LUNCH

Try our finest cooking and the best home-made pastry
21 EAST SAN ANTONIO ST., Near First
Everything New and Clean
Quicx, Courteous Service

Art £>hop
135 SOUTH FIRST
REAL LACES, MADERIA HAND EMBROIDERED
LINEN
DEPENDABLE HOSIERY
STAMPED GOODS AND THREADS

